 (2) 
flow on the screen because that scheme removes the effect of the eye rotation prior to spatial integration and Beintema and van den Berg, 1998). The derivative signal is proportional to the eye velocity for a range that is recovers the flow relative to the head, which equals the flow on the screen, if the head is stationary. Thus, most limited by the tuning properties of that visual unit. Thus, the gain field scheme proposes that the brain uses the precise heading percepts should occur for radial patterns of flow on the screen if vector subtraction applies, alternate strategy for meaningful interaction: an eye rotation estimate is derived from the visual map of motion but for radial patterns of flow on the retina if the velocity gain field applies. signals.
Thus, both models integrate motion signals, but of a different kind: retinocentric in case of the gain field Results scheme, head-centric in case of vector subtraction. An important structural difference between the models We simulated the head's approach of a wall (average (possibly open to further anatomical or physiological speed, 1.5 m/s; distance, ‫5.8ف‬ m) in various directions. analysis) is that the spatial integration of visual motion
The subject pursued a point target moving horizontally signals precedes (velocity gain field) or follows (vector at 3Њ/s or fixated a stationary target. The head was stabisubtraction) the interaction with the extraretinal signal.
lized by supports. The wall was visible only through We aimed to investigate whether the functional architeca 10Њ diameter aperture at the center of the screen. ture of human heading perception corresponds more to Horizontal heading direction was varied over a 56Њ range one or the other scheme.
symmetric with respect to the aperture. At the end of We exploited a geometric constraint on heading perthe motion sequence, subjects moved a pointer on the ception to distinguish between these two possibilities.
screen to indicate their perceived heading direction. When the visible flow is limited to a small aperture, Each condition of eye movement and simulated apthe center of the radial pattern may become difficult to proach direction was repeated to obtain mean and SD localize if it is placed outside the aperture (Figure 2b , of the perceived heading direction. We were particularly ϩ). This holds because the nearly parallel flow within interested in the SD of perceived heading as a measure the aperture transforms small error in the local velocity of its precision. signal (Figure 2b nearly parallel local motion vectors on the screen are the screen) that were about 32Њ apart. Now, the minimum measured more precisely during pursuit than during fixof each SD curve was obtained when simulated heading ation. was outside the aperture. As a function of the retinal To distinguish between these possibilities, we perfocus (shifing the curves for pursuit by 18Њ in the pursuit formed a control experiment. If during pursuit the local direction), the SD curves match much better (Figure 3c) , motion vectors on the screen are measured more preand the highest precision was found when the center cisely, any perceptual task that depends on the local of the radial pattern was visible on the retina. motion measurement should improve. A straightforward The most precise heading occurred when a radial prediction would therefore be that subjects should be pattern of flow was visible on the retina. Yet, the SD able to determine the direction of uniform motion on curves did not match precisely for all eye rotations (Fig- the screen more precisely during pursuit than during ure 3c). The computed retinal focus locations were fixation. Thus, we compared the perceived direction of based on perfect pursuit. The mismatch agrees with a parallel flow during horizontal pursuit and during fixa-10%-20% smaller shift of the retinal focus relative to tion. Subjects pursued or fixated a point target while the heading direction during pursuit, possibly due to observing a stationary reference line on the screen. Sublower eye pursuit than target speed. In independent jects had to judge the direction of motion on the screen experiments using comparable stimuli we found eye of subsequently presented ( There are, however, some potential pitfalls that we for all flow directions. Thus, horizontal pursuit reduced discuss below. First, the compensation by the extraretithe retinal velocity by 24%-65%, closely matching the nal signal was not complete, because some bias of perretinal speed ratios for pursuit versus fixation in the ceived heading was found. Does this support a partial heading experiment.
vector subtraction scheme? We believe not. Vector subThe SD of the perceived motion direction was the traction aims to recover the flow relative to the head. If same during pursuit (Figure 4b ). This shows that local the eye movement is underestimated, this will result in motion vectors on the screen are not measured more recovered flow that contains a remainder of the rotation, precisely during pursuit.
and its center will be shifted relative to the simulated heading direction. Because according to this model the Discussion recovered pattern forms the basis for the heading percept, the bias and the precision of heading will be the same as if a shifted pattern was shown on the screen We have observed that heading judgments are limited by the pattern of retinal flow, not by the structure of the to a fixating eye. Thus, for partial vector subtraction, equal shifts for the perceived heading and for the locus Thus, the site of interaction between extraretinal and visual motion signals seems to be located in area MST, of most precise heading should occur. However, the shift in perceived heading (between left-and rightward rather than MT. This by itself does not permit one to distinguish bepursuit) was about 12Њ, whereas the shift of the SD curves was 32Њ.
tween the two proposed models as the shift could result from a vector subtraction like interaction with an eye We initially focused on the question of whether the SD of heading was consistent with the structure of the velocity signal at the dendritic input stage of MST units (Lappe, 1998) as well as by a multiplicative interaction retinal flow or with the structure of the flow relative to the head, using eye pursuit as a tool to dissociate the at the output stage of units. A subset of cells in MST shows modulation of the response to radial flow on the patterns of retinal and head-centric flow. Our observations indicate that the structure of the retinal flow retina by eye velocity, but these cells do not shift their preferred locus for the center of the radial pattern (Braddetermines the precision of heading direction, arguing against the vector subtraction scheme. This assumes, ley et al., 1996). This would seem to be more consistent with the velocity gain field scheme. We do not know, however, that pursuit does not improve the local flow measurement. Could this assumption be false?
however whether these cells contribute to the monkey's heading percept as required by the gain field model. We found for simulated approach at 20Њ to the left that the SD of perceived heading dropped about 2Њ for Thus, strong neurophysiological evidence for either scheme is lacking. rightward pursuit compared to fixation (left arrow in Figure 3b, right) bration, for distinguishing self-generated from imposed rotation, and for the purpose of finding the center of But then we also predict that pursuit improves the precision of perceived direction of parallel flow on the screen. rotation (in the eye, in the neck, or in-or outside the body). We found, however, no change in precision in that case.
Our 
